
 

 

 

 

 

 

About GoVise 

GoVise Technologies is a highly-skilled technology consulting company based in Bengaluru, India. GoVise delivers high quality IT 

services to clients across the globe, specializing in Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) solutions for Multiple Industry Verticals. GoVise 

with strong PLM Technology capabilities and industry knowledge aims to help corporations succeed in their IT strategies mainly focusing on 

PLM Initiatives.  

With Vast experiences and lessons learned from our past PLM projects in multiple countries have led to the formation of GoVise 

Technologies. The founding partners of GoVise Technologies have more than decade years of extensive experience working in large 

management consulting firms and industry-leading corporations. 

In a very short span of time GoVise has grown significantly with experienced talented resources, higher customer base and more 

service offerings. We have customers located in US, Canada and China. We specialize in PTC’s Product suites FlexPLM and Windchill. We have 

very good partner network, global reach, resource pool and right attitude which help us to succeed in customer’s expectations. 

Our Services 

GoVise’s Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) solutions focus on faster time-to-market, reduced cost of product development, and 

product innovation. GoVise’s end-to-end PLM solutions include PLM consulting, implementation, customization, migration and integration, 

training and support. We specialize in providing PLM solutions for Consumer Goods, Retail, Footwear, Apparel, Automotive, High-Tech, 

Healthcare, and Manufacturing Industry. 

 GoVise provides customized training to industry professions and freshers on PLM Solutions. GoVise provides staffing solutions in 

PLM domain to meet needs of the industry.  

❖ PLM Services 

GoVise works with companies to deliver business value from PLM. Our consulting and implementation services are using rich frameworks, 

deep experience in strategy and expertise to provide predictable PLM Solutions. Successful implementation of PLM facilitates innovation, 

the development and launch of new products, improves collaboration and achieves revenue growth for companies. 

➢ PLM Strategy Roadmap 

➢ Solution Consulting and Implementation 

➢ PLM Upgrade from older versions to latest version 

➢ PLM Data Migration  

❖ Supply Chain Services – Integrated PLM 

It is often challenging to provide a comprehensive PLM system to ensure a single PLM package across the supply chain. Under such situations, 

to ensure seamless business flow, various integrations are required along the business process lines, to unlock the true value of PLM. GoVise 

has extensive experiences in integrating PLM with other systems to realize the value across supply chain.   

Some of the commonly occurring PLM integration scenarios that we offer expertise are: 

➢ PLM-ERP (Product Master, Material Master, BOM, Costing, Price List) 

➢ PLM-Product/Material Testing Tool 

➢ PLM-Marketing Tool. Master Data Management Tool, Costing Tool 
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❖ PLM Production Support Services 

GoVise provides support services for production system. With the vast experience working on all modules of PLM we have very quick turn-

around time with highest SLA's and high-quality deliverables. Support Services scope involves data setup issues, User Setup issues, defects, 

minor enhancements, configuration changes, patch deployments and integration support. The different levels of support provided are - 

➢ L2 Support 

➢ L3 Support 

➢ L4 Support (Working with Product Vendor) 

❖ PLM Training Services 

GoVise provides customized training on the PLM software modules. Our certified team members bring in industry experience, lessons learnt 

and best practices for the training. GoVise offers case studies with practical knowledge sharing, hands on exposure to various modules of 

PLM with training materials. 

➢ Advanced training for Industry Professionals 

➢ Basic and Hands on Training for Fresher’s 

➢ Corporate Training 

❖ PLM Staffing Services 

GoVise provides reliable PLM staffing solutions that offer customers the ability to build in-house capabilities and resources strength. We 

come with strong PLM technical background to bridge the gap between customer requirements and right talent for on time delivery of 

projects.  

➢ Temporary Staffing Services 

➢ Temp-to-perm staffing services  

➢ Hire Train Asses and Deploy (HTAD) Services 

GoVise Advantage 

➢ Highly effective delivery model based on the lessons learned from prior experiences in the industry with utmost professionalism, 

integrity and high quality. 

➢ GoVise dedicated team has overall 40 years of combined experiences in delivering PLM solutions to companies across the world. 

➢ GoVise Team brings extensive experience with all modules of PLM capabilities and real industry experience across the globe to help 

clients add the value there by becoming high-efficient and successful businesses. 

➢ With the help of GoVise PLM services, a NY based designer jewelry company was able to significantly reduce costs and increase 

speed to market of their products. 

➢ Employee friendly, high level of software skills, hands on experience and proven track records makes it a best fit for end customer. 

About Founder GoVise 

Mr. Prashant Mannallikar brings around 15 years of vast experience in Technology consulting with leading global companies in the Fashion, 
Footwear, Retail and Manufacturing industry. He has proven track record of driving complex business transformation programs leveraging 
process and technology solutions. Very customer focused with excellent communication skills and a strong PLM industry and application 
background, with expertise in PLM Solutions. 

He has successfully implemented PLM solutions for multiple clients in US, Europe and China. Some of the customers are David 

Yurman, Agron Inc, Dicks Sporting Goods, Patagonia, The Limited Brands, Home Depot, Adidas, Reebok, Clarks, Walmart Inc, Deckers 

Outdoor Inc, Reitman’s Inc, Liz Claiborne (Currently Fifth & Pacific Companies, Inc), Nike Inc, FN Mfg, NuVasive Inc. 

With a Post-Graduation degree in Product Design from reputed university in India, Prashant has Led, Architected, Designed, 

Developed, feasibility check of PLM solutions for various business requirements. His hobbies include traveling to new places 

and long-distance running. 

GoVise Technologies Pvt Ltd. 

Address: #38/4, Bhargavi Platinum, First floor, 3rd Cross,  

G Block, Sahakaranagar, Bengaluru, KA, India - 560 092 

 

+91-9632871036  |Prashant.NM@GoViseTech.com 
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